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        	 				Chalk pen
	Chalk pen, wooden shaft 165 mm long, 8 mm Ø, with brush, to brush out the chalk strokes.
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	Vanishing pen for marking pens  No. 7021 to 7027.
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	 				Marking pen
	Water Pen-marking pen, with protection cap, markings can only be erased by water, ink is nontoxic and harmless for the cloth. 
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	 				Marking pen
	Marking pen with protection cover, becomes automatically invisible after abt. 2-8 days, can only be supplied in violet, 155 mm long, 8 mm Ø. Not suitable for impregnated woolen cloth. 
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	Sublimate pen with protection cover, becomes automatically invisible after abt. 2-8 days, especially suitable for black or dark clothes.
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	 				Marking pen
	Marking pen with protection cover and two colours, violet (depending on the fabric it evaporates after abt. 1-8 days) and pink (evaporates already after a few hours). Due to the bigger points this pen is especially suitable for sensitive fabrics. 
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	Pipete for filling 7030.
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	Fine point for 7030/1.
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MACPI Italy
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